An explanation of this

Sukkot

Art-Peace

In this Art-Peace called “Sukkot” we will be looking at a few Hebrew words to form a concept or an idea
in our minds & in our hearts, We will forge a path together to seek out what’s hidden inside these 12 Hebrew
letters making up 5 different words. There is also a formula encoded in this as well, using these 12 letters to
calculate the speed of light which is 299,792 Kilometers per second and is denoted as the letter C in this ArtPeace.
First let’s scratch the surface & begin to dig into this Art-Peace a little to see what’s written here. The
main big word in Hebrew reading from right to left with four letters reads La’beit, which means “to the house”.
The first letter lamed is a prefix meaning “to the”. The next letter is “Beit”, this letter by it self means a
house. You will notice behind this 2nd letter “Beit” a slightly smaller letter with the same transparency. This is
the letter “Sheen” and if you combine the letter “Sheen“ with the letter “Beit” you get the word “Shuv” which
means to return. So with this two word combination you have “return to the house”. Then written upon this
letter “Sheen“ (which represents a flame of fire) you will see a smaller four letter word in blue which says
“Shalom” meaning “Peace”. So the light that you see in this House is the “Flame of Peace”.
Lets now look into the numerical total of this “Flame of Peace” and see if we can gain some mathematical
insight as to where this “Flame of Peace” comes from. “Sheen“ has a numerical value of 300. The word “Shalom”
has a numerical value of 376. 300 + 376 = 676 which is also 26 squared. You will notice the number 26 squared
to the left of the “Sheen“. Why is this important? Well 26 is the numerical vale of the Divine Name of G-d in
the Hebrew Bible, The Holy Torah, Yood-Hey-Vav-Hey, The Creator of Heaven and Earth. This is where this
“Flame of Peace” comes from. As alluded to with the 26 squared in this house next to the “Flame” or the
Hebrew letter “Sheen“.
Now this three word combo spells “Return to the House of Peace” What happens when one “Returns to
the House of Peace” Well lets do a numerical break down of the words. We already know that the “Flame of
Peace” inside the house again is 676. “to the house” is equal to 442. Then adding this up 676 + 442 = 1118. Why
is this important? Well a “Return to the House of Peace” totaling 1118, Means you would be reciting the most
sacred prayer the Holy Torah, The Shema. As 1118 is equal to “Shema Israel Adonai Elohaynu Adonai Echad”.
Which means “Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is One.” To reinforce this idea of the number 1118
we got the Number Square in the bottom right corner. All it’s row’s, columns, corners and diagonal’s all equal
1118. Get out a calculator and try it out. It’s fun! Then for even further reinforcement there is even a code all
the way to the right reading vertically. When this code is cracked you will see that it will take you to a address
in the Hebrew Bible. Deuteronomy 6:4 Which is where you will actually find this most sacred prayer in the Holy
Torah, The Shema begins, and again the 1st sentence to this prayer is also equal to 1118.
May we bless Adonai the King, may we Fear His Holy Name & Remember the Torah of His servant Moses.
The Hebrew Alphabet. is the Genetic Fabric of the Universe, the Holy Torah is the Mirrored Reflection of
Pure Divine Will (God) in the Cosmos, and may the Light of the Holy Torah fall like rain upon the Earth.
Amen!

May this Art-Peace shed the Light and Truth of the Holy Torah upon all those who See it and Hear
the Words their in. May this Art spark Holy conversations that are pleasing to our KING!
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